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Eschatology Escadrille; Elegies and Other Memorabilia by Gary Walton. Kentucky: 
Finishing Line Press, 2013. $12:00.

Gary Walton’s poems in his fourth book of poetry have us floating in a world 
that is digitalized, wired, and that we are thoughtlessly despoiling. His poem, “The 
Lack of Bees,” reminds us that “something is happening / to the fabric of nature / a 
decided pull towards entropy / and confusion and chaos . . .” And yet that poem is 
also a touching elegy to his mother reminding us that the earth is what nurtures us 
in the same way as the people who loved us. One of his poems, “Pathetic Fallacy 
Redux,” is a stinging love poem to the earth that he describes in the most original 
detail, concluding that it is sacred:

The sky today is shocking
Blue like the instant
You realize you’ve touched
A bare wire with your
Tongue and the tingle numbs
Your lips and sparks shoot
Hot and menacing before your
Eyes: gold and scarlet haloes
Appear like rainbows at the edges
Of your vision, even while your
Body hums with the implacable
Current . . .

His poems are not only about how lost we are in an artificial world, but also how 
we are having a dialogue with the nature that surrounds us, “the wind whipping around 
the house, / white ice coating the trees, / fog rising from the frozen creek bed.” In so 
doing, he has a wonderfully inventive way with words: “the arabesque of scudding 
sky,” and “the imperious night.” He is not only creating poems, but also fashioning 
words that have their own music that propel us to dazzling new discoveries in one 
poem after another.

Walton also writes about the depth and duration of love, not romantic love, but the 
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love in the elegies for his father, mother and friend that remains when they disappear.  
These poems remind us that what is important in life is not social status or fame, but 
the way we traverse our everyday lives, the commitment, the hard work and especially 
the ability to give of ourselves. He has a unique way of revealing what distinguishes a 
person, such as a voice that rises above setting and crowds to twirl out its own reality 
as in his poem, “Danny’s Voice: An Elegy”: 

I always thought your voice
Was out of place and time . . .
It’s basso profundo seemed crafted
To the contours of the North Carolina hills,
Specifically built to shout from one hillside
To another, to holler above the hollow . . .
Such sweet resonance seemed too much to 
Be confined in these constricted concrete 
Walls called a university; too free and full of
Vital essence to fit into these claustrophobic
Cubicles and chocked hallways, always yearning
Like a captured brown bear for his chance to
Break out and scamper head down and breathless
To the cover of unshorn grass and an untended
Stand of burly locust trees . . .

Despite the enormity of the problems he reveals, Walton has a sense of humor that 
reminds us of how narrowly focused we can be on the small things in our life. At the 
end of a poem that catalogues the terrible problems on this earth from the different 
kinds of plastic that ruin the ocean, to fracking, to chemicals in our aquifers, Melissa 
Moon complains because she broke her fingernail. That poem alas represents how 
many of us are living in a bubble of ignorance about the problems of climate change, 
but does so with humor. 

Gary Walton is a most unusual poet who speaks to us in so many different ways, 
with dazzling and original words, with a truth telling that awakens us like a cold 
shower or unexpected weather.




